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Abstract—We review the fundamentals of the recently proposed
Constant Power Spectral Density (CPSD) model for very long-haul
space-division multiplexed submarine links, and highlight its use
for Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) optimization to maxi-
mize the achievable information rate (AIR) of the link. The CPSD
line is an abstraction of modern submarine lines, where all EDFAs
have identical physical parameters, among which the doped-fiber
length �, and the same pump and Erbium inversion, with identical
gain-shaping filters that reproduce the line input power spectral
density at the output of each span. The key idea in the CPSD line
analysis is to use the hidden state-variable of the EDFA, namely
the Erbium population inversion x, as a free variable. When x
is known, so is the EDFA gain and its noise figure frequency
profiles. Thus in the CPSD line we derive a simple expression of the
received signal to noise ratio and thus of the AIR in the assumption
of Gaussian noises. Among the set of input wavelength-division
multiplexed signals that achieve inversion x at EDFA length � we
can find analytically the one maximizing AIR(x,�). We finally look
numerically for the best (x,�) values that maximize AIR, i.e., we
optimize the line EDFAs for maximum AIR. The major novelty
of this invited paper is the extension of the analysis to include
nonlinear effects into the AIR optimization.

Index Terms—Optical communications, optical amplifiers,
submarine transmission, signal droop.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE capacity optimization of power-constrained submarine
links has been the focus of much recent research [1], [2],

[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19]. Since the end-to-end electrical supply of
submarine links is limited, so is the power that can be delivered
to each optical amplifier; this in turn sets an upper bound to
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the capacity of the link [1]. According to the Shannon capacity
formula, it is more power-efficient to increase the number of
signal dimensions (bandwidth, space, polarization and quadra-
ture) at low power, rather than increasing signal power into
just a few dimensions. The modern approach so far to increase
signal dimensions (given that the two polarizations and two
quadratures are routinely used) is to either expand the used
bandwidth by extending the wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) transmission beyond the traditional C band covered by
the Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) [5], or to use trans-
mission in the C band over many parallel spatial modes: in a first
industrial deployment these will consist of several single-mode
fiber pairs [13] with sharing of optical pumps among fibers [6],
[17], while in the future multicore fibers and EDFAs will likely
replace their single-mode counterparts to reduce cost [4], [14],
[19].

This paper concentrates on the analysis of space-division
multiplexed (SDM) submarine links with non-interacting spatial
modes and having on each mode single-stage co-pumped ED-
FAs, all having the same physical characteristics, such as doping
concentration, emission and absorption coefficient, doped-fiber
length and optical pump power. All EDFAs are followed by a
fixed gain shaping filter (GSF) which flattens the amplifier gain
down to the span loss over the WDM bandwidth. When all the
amplifiers have the same pump, they are said to be operated
in constant output power (COP) mode [20]. However, we here
assume that the GSF is tailored such that not only it ensures a
COP mode, i.e., the same average power out of every amplifier,
but it also reproduces at the output of each span exactly the same
WDM power spectral density (PSD) as that at the transmitter
(TX). This is the constant PSD (CPSD) link, an abstraction of
the way many of today’s submarine links are designed. Such
links are in fact ideally CPSD links with a WDM flat PSD,
i.e., all WDM channels are launched with the same power.
Because of the fixed GSF construction inaccuracies at each
EDFA, additional gain and tilt equalizers need to be inserted
regularly down the line, with the aim of recovering the WDM
flat PSD.

Perin et al. [11] proved the importance of accurately mod-
eling the EDFA physics when optimizing capacity at a fixed
EDFA pump power Pp. While their approach is fully numer-
ical and based on the Giles-Desurvire rate and propagation
equations [20], in [21] we introduced a novel semi-analytical
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approach where 1) we use the extended Saleh analytical model
for the EDFA physics, which is a closed-form approximate
solution to the Giles-Desurvire equations, and 2) we break the
capacity optimization into a first step where we fix the EDFA
inversion x and length � and analytically find the capacity
C(x, �) using the Saleh model, and a second step in which
we numerically optimize (x, �), i.e. optimize the EDFAs, to
maximize capacity. This 2-step procedure allows us to “look
inside” the complex dependence of capacity on the WDM input
PSD, and gain useful design insights [21]. The prominent role of
the EDFA state-variable x in EDFA analysis dates back to [22],
[23].

This paper reports on advancements of the analytical CPSD
model first introduced in [21]. It provides more details on its use
in the optimization of SDM submarine links when considering
only the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. The
major novelty of this paper is the extension of the analysis of
CPSD links when also including the Kerr nonlinear interference
(NLI) through the Gaussian noise (GN) model [24], [25]. While
in [21] we applied the above 2-step procedure to the analysis of
both the constant-signal link tackled in [11] and of the CPSD
link, in this paper we concentrate only on the CPSD link because
of its close resemblance to the operation of practical submarine
links, and its greater analytical tractability.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the CPSD
model, while Sections III, IV define the NLI and EDFA models,
respectively. Section V derives the TX power optimization to
maximize the achievable information rate (AIR) at fixed EDFA
inversion x, defines the x-feasible optimization search space,
and illustrates the numerical problems connected with the in-
clusion of NLI. Section VI introduces the x-feasible allocation
for two commonly used power allocations. Section VII presents
the main numerical results. Finally Section VIII summarizes
our findings. Appendix A contains the detailed derivation of the
pump-constrained AIR maximization in presence of both ASE
and NLI, while Appendix B presents new analytical results of the
classical unconstrained AIR maximization with ideal amplifiers,
which are used in the main text to interpret the pump-constrained
optimized TX powers. This paper is an extended version of the
short conference paper [26].

II. THE CPSD MODEL

We focus on the transmission of a WDM signal on a generic
spatial mode of an SDM submarine link, which we may think of
as a single-mode fiber link. Fig. 1(a) highlights a generic span
within the considered single-mode fiber CPSD link. Each span
has a wavelength dependent span loss Aj > 1, an EDFA gain
Gj , a GSF gain hj and a shaped amplifier gain Gj = Gjhj at all
WDM channels j = 1, .., Nc. Since all EDFAs have the same
pump and receive the same WDM PSD, they all have the same
inversion x. The PSD conservation property of the CPSD link
assures that the power Pj = hfjQj (with h Planck’s constant,
fj the frequency and Qj the flux (in photons per second [ph/s])
of channel j) is the same at the input and at the output of each
span. Note that, for every channel j, Pj is the compound power

Fig. 1. (a) Generic span of a single-mode fiber CPSD submarine link with span
loss Aj > 1 and shaped amplifier gain Gj at frequency fj and identical at all
amplifiers. (b) Span flux-diagram at WDM channel j, showing the input/output
flux Qj conservation at each CPSD span, with span attenuation A−1

j , added
ASE flux δQaj , and shaped amplifier gain Gj = Ajχj , with χ the gain droop.
(c) Diagram equivalent to (b), with attenuation factored out, and ideal fiber
(thick line). (d) WDM power-conserving perturbative noise δQrj generated
during propagation is added as an input sub-block with power-renormalizing
droop χr . (e) Final span-equivalent block diagram, where additive noise δQj

is given in (2) and may be approximated for analytical optimizations as δQj
∼=

δQrj +AjδQaj .

of the two polarizations of the transmitted spatial mode. In the
following, to ease the EDFA treatment, we find it convenient to
track the photon fluxes instead of the powers.

Fig. 1(b) shows the generic span flux flow diagram at channel
j, with δQaj the input-equivalent ASE flux generated at the
EDFA. To enforce the CPSD mode, the EDFAs need to have
a gain Gj(x) ≥ Aj at every allocated WDM channel j. The
GSF response hj is chosen such that the amplifier shaped
gain is Gj = Ajχaj with χaj < 1 the (wavelength-dependent)
net span gain, also called the (gain) droop. Fig. 1(c) shows a
block diagram equivalent to (b), where the span attenuation is
“factored-out” and the fiber becomes an identity block, indicated
by a thick line. Indeed several power-conserving perturbations
of the signal, such as for instance NLI and/or crosstalk, may arise
during fiber propagation. To model them, as shown in Fig. 1(d)
we add at the span input a power-rearrangement sub-block,
where the rearrangement perturbation δQrj is added to the
signal Qj and then multiplied by a rearrangement droop χr

chosen such that total WDM power is conserved at the fiber

end:
∑Nc

j=1 hfjQj =
(∑Nc

j=1 hfj(Qj + δQrj)
)
χr, yielding

χr =

(
1 +

∑Nc

j=1 fjδQrj∑Nc

j=1 fjQj

)−1

. (1)

The flux balance at the span diagram in Fig. 1(d) reads
as: [(Qj + δQrj)χr +AjδQaj ]χaj = Qj , which, after defining
the total span droop χj = χrχaj and the total noise flux

δQj = δQrj +AjδQajχ
−1
r (2)
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rewrites as (Qj + δQj)χj = Qj and yields both the total droop
expression

χj =
1

1 +
δQj

Qj

< 1 (3)

and the equivalent span diagram in Fig. 1(e). Both droops χr

and χj will normally be very close to 1 since the noises δQj

injected at the span will normally be small perturbations of the
main signal flux Qj , so that the total noise flux (2) may be
safely simplified to δQj

∼= δQrj +AjδQaj , as we will do in
the subsequent analytical optimization.

Finally from Gjhj = Gj = Ajχj we get the x-dependent
GSF response hj = Ajχj/Gj

∼= Aj/Gj which will be very
close to the filter that perfectly flattens the gain down to the
span attenuation [21, Fig. 5a].

A CPSD link of M spans is a concatenation of M block
diagrams as in 1(e). Hence the received (RX) signal flux on
channel j after M spans is Qjχ

M
j , and by the CPSD constraint

the RX noise power isQj minus signal power, i.e.,Qj(1− χM
j ).

Hence the RX SNR is:

SNRj =
1

χ−M
j − 1

(4)

which is a channel-dependent version of the generalized droop
formula [18], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. Assuming
the noises δQj , j = 1, .., Nc are independent Gaussian random
variables, independent of the signal, the achievable information
rate of this WDM parallel Gaussian vector channel in (bit/s) is

AIR(Q) = 2Δf

Nc∑
j=1

log2(1 + ΓSNRj) (5)

with 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1 a penalty factor and Δf the per-channel band-
width (Hz), and is a function of the transmitted flux vector
Q = [Q1, .., QNc

] (ph/s). This is the AIR of every 2-polarization
spatial mode of our SDM submarine link.

III. NLI MODEL

For a comprehensive overview of the GN model and relevant
references in the field the reader is referred to [25]. For our
highly-dispersive submarine links, we may account only for
the dominant self-phase and cross-phase modulation effects and
get for the per-span NLI perturbation noise in (2) from the GN
model [34]:

δQrj

Qj
= c1

(∑
n

γnjQ
2
n

)
(6)

where: 1) c1 = 16
27γ

2L2
eff (γ [W −1 km−1] is the fiber nonlinear

coefficient and Leff the effective length); 2)

γnj =
h2f2

n

Δf2
(2− δnj)Ψnj (7)

with δnj the Kronecker delta (i.e., δnj = 1 if n = j and 0
else), and the equivalent per-span contribution for cross-channel

interference (n �= j) is [34], eq. (124)]:

Ψnj =
A+ −A−
4π|β2|α−1

(8)

where β2 is the fiber dispersion coefficient, α is the
bandwidth-averaged (power) fiber loss coefficient1, and A± =
asinh(π2|β2|α−1(fn − fj ±Δf/2)Δf). It can be verified that
Ψnj = Ψjn. Similarly, for self-channel interference (n = j) we
have [34], eq. (125)]:

Ψjj = Mε asinh(π
2

2 |β2|α−1Δf2)

2π|β2|α−1
(9)

with ε the coherency slope [34, eq. (126)]. We explicitly report
(6)–(9) since the above per-span NLI coefficients are tailored to
our channel spacing Δf and obtained from the end-to-end NLI
coefficients in [34] by dividing by the number of spans, a key
requirement for the generalized droop model to properly work,
as detailed in [31, Appendix B].

Finally, note that we are able to use the GN formulas verbatim
since the shaped amplifiers gain is essentially flat at the span
attenuation level over all WDM allocated channels. Since the
span-input PSD is the same at all spans and includes accumu-
lation of ASE and NLI up to the previous span, these formulas
do also automatically include the (ASE+NLI)-signal nonlinear
interactions [35], [36].

IV. EDFA MODEL

The EDFA physical model we use is the extended Saleh model
(for a tutorial introduction see [21, Appendix]), where the EDFA
gain is

Gj(x) = e�((αj+g∗
j)x−αj) (10)

where x is the Erbium population inversion, � is the doped-fiber
length, and g∗j , αj (m−1) are the Erbium gain and absorption
coefficients (in all calculations we use the values in [11, Fig.
7]). The ASE flux amplified inside the EDFA (forward and
backward) is: QF+B

ASE
∼= 2

∑
j 2nsp,j(x)(Gl(x)− 1)Δf (ph/s),

where nsp,j(x) = g∗jx/((g
∗
j + αj)x− αj) is the spontaneous

emission factor at fj , and the noise figure is Fj = 2nsp,j
Gj−1
Gj

.

The EDFA equivalent-input forward ASE flux at fj over band
Δf is

δQaj = FjΔf. (11)

If the EDFA input WDM fluxes are Qin
j , j = 1, .., Nc, then

the steady-state photon flux balance at the EDFA is given by the
extended Saleh equation (ESE) [21, Appendix]:

Nc∑
j=1

Qin
j (Gj(x)− 1) = K(x,Qp) (12)

where the parameter

K(x,Qp) � Qp(1−Gp(x))− rM
τ

x−QF+B
ASE (x) (13)

1which equals 2α in [34], where the field fiber loss coefficient is used.
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Fig. 2. Hydraulic equivalent of the Saleh EDFA model.

is the pump flux that gets converted to the EDFA output signal
flux; hereQp is the pump flux,Gp < 1 the pump gain as per (10),
τ the fluorescence time, and rM the total number of Erbium ions
in the EDFA. The ESE therefore includes self-gain saturation by
ASE.

Note that the number Nc(x) of allowed WDM channels in
CPSD mode does depend on the inversionx, since for all allowed
channels j we need Gj(x) > Aj (more details at [21, Appendix
A]).

The Saleh model is totally equivalent to the hydraulic system
shown in Fig. 2, consisting of a tank of maximum capacity rM
(the total number of Erbium ions in the doped fiber) which
stores the Erbium ions that get excited by pump photons and
whose number we call the reservoir r. The Erbium inversion
x � r/rM is the fraction of excited ions and gives the nor-
malized fill-in level of the tank. The tank has some leakage
flux, due to unused pump photons (QpGp(x)), fluorescence
(rmx/τ ) and forward+backward ASE (QF+B

ASE (x)) which all
depend on the tank level x. The gain seen by the various input
wavelengths such as the red, green and blue input photons,
exponentially increases with the tank level x according to (10).
At equilibrium the tank level x will depend on the balance of
fluxes entering and exiting the tank, as expressed by the ESE
(12), whose left-hand side represents the fluxes drawn by the
input WDM signals out of the tank, while the right-hand side
factor K in (13) represents the entering pump flux minus the
leakage.

From Fig. 2, it is clear that at fixed pump Qp, the tank level x
increases as we decrease the input fluxes {Qj} since these will
consume less ions in the reservoir. The maximum tank level xM

is reached at zero input signal. On the opposite side, we decrease
x by increasing the input signal fluxes.

The Saleh model is called Extended to mean that tank leakage
by the ASE flux (called ASE self-saturation) is analytically
included, as first proposed by [37], while the original paper by
Saleh et al. [38] did not include such a leakage.

We will see that this analytical model is the key to maximizing
AIR in explicit algorithmic form.

V. AIR MAXIMIZATION AT FIXED x

Our semi-analytical strategy to get maximum capacity is the
following. At a given pump Qp and EDFA length �, we partition
the input signal space as the union of disjoint sets, one for each
inversion value x ∈ [0, xM ]. At given x, we call such a set the
x-feasible set Fx, i.e., the set of TX flux vectors Q that satisfy
Saleh equation (12) withQin

j = Qj/Aj . Every such input WDM
signal thus induces the desired inversion x in the CPSD line.
Within each Fx we are able to analytically find the winner, i.e.,
the best signal that yields the maximum AIR. The reason is that
the gain G(x), the number of channels Nc(x), as well as the
useful flux K(x) in (13) are all fixed. Once we have the winner
at each x, we can numerically find the winner of the winners,
the one that maximizes AIR over all subsets Fx for x ∈ [0, xM ],
i.e., over the entire signal space. Such a winner is the signal that
achieves capacity at the given EDFA length �. A final numerical
maximization over � yields the global maximum capacity and
the optimal EDFA inversion and length.

We now analytically maximize AIR at a given x. Our problem
is that of maximizing the AIR in (5), subject to the x-feasibility
constraint (12). As shown in Appendix A, using the method
of Lagrange multipliers we find the sought optimal (OPT) flux
vector QOPT as the solution to the following nonlinear system
of equations for all k = 1, .., Nc:

Qk =
AkK(x,Qp)

Gk(x)− 1

gk(Q)∑Nc

l=1 gl(Q)
(14)

where gk is defined in (24).
With only ASE, (14) becomes (18) in [21], and is solved by

the simple fixed-point algorithm in [21], (19)]. The bad news is
that at large-enough pump power (when NLI is significant) the
fixed-point algorithm fails to converge, so that the solution of
(14) requires a nonlinear solver.

Therefore with NLI we find it faster to directly numerically
maximize AIR(x,Q) over the feasible set, which we conve-
niently express as

Fx �
{
Q : Qk =

AkK(x,Qp)

Gk(x)− 1
qk, ∀q :

{ ∑Nc

k=1 qk = 1
0 ≤ qk ≤ 1

}
(15)

where the probability mass function (PMF) q is called the
generating PMF of feasible vector Q. This means that each
x-feasible Q is a convex combination of the edge vectors

Q
k
=

AkK(x,Qp)
Gk(x)−1 ek, with ek the vector of all zeros, except a

1 at the k-th position. The edge vector Q
k

thus has edge power
AkK(x,Qp)
Gk(x)−1 all concentrated at channel k. The probability qk

gives us the fraction of edge-k power actually used by a given
feasible flux vector Q. A sketch of the feasible set in dimension
Nc = 3 is reported in Fig. 3. This formulation allows seeing
AIR(q) as a function of the generating PMF q and the search
with a numerical maximizer is thus restricted to the probability
simplex (i.e. the set of all PMFs) of dimension Nc. Note that
(14) just states that the optimal generating PMF has entries
qk = gk/

∑Nc

l=1 gl.
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Fig. 3. The x-feasible set Fx is the hatched portion of plane de-
limited by edge vectors Q

1
= [A1K/(G1 − 1), 0, 0], Q

2
= [0, A2K/

(G2 − 1), 0], Q
3
= [0, 0, A3K/(G3 − 1)] and orthogonal to vector Gm1 =

[(G1 − 1)/A1, (G2 − 1)/A2, (G3 − 1)/A3], for flux vectors of dimension
Nc = 3.

To get a feeling as to why (14) can be solved by a simple
iterative algorithm in absence of NLI while NLI complicates
matters, it is instructive to visualize the constrained AIR(q)
surface at given (x,Qp) in the simplest case of only 3 WDM
channels. In this case q ∈ R3 and thus we provide the 3D surface
AIR(q1, q2), with q3 = 1− q1 − q2. Fig. 4(a) shows the used
WDM allocation of 3 channels all at an EDFA gain close to
the span attenuation A = 9.5 dB and at inversion x = 0.63 and
EDFA length � = 6.27 m. The pump was 25 mW and the three
TX channel powers at the optimum working point without NLI
(Cfr. circle in Fig. 4(b)) are reported in the figure. The rest of
Fig. 4 shows the AIR(q1, q2) in (5) after M = 100 spans both
without NLI (b) and with NLI (c), and the global maxima are
shown with a circle on the surface. The propagation fiber was a
pure silica core fiber (PSCF) with attenuation 0.162 dB/km, non-
linear index n2 = 2.5 · 10−20 m 2/W , effective area 130 μm2

(yielding a nonlinear coefficient γ = 0.78 W−1 km−1) and
dispersion 21 ps/nm/km. The fiber span length was 50.9 km.
The WDM channels had a bandwidth of 50 GHz and a Gaussian
modulation. In this highly-dispersive line we calculate the NLI
variance by the GN model as Sec. III. In absence of NLI
(Fig. 4(b)) we note a well-behaved concave surface, with a wide
plateau around the maximum. This means that there are infinitely
many sub-optimal power allocations whose AIR is practically
optimal. This behavior is found also in realistic fully populated
WDM systems [21]. When instead a significant NLI is present
(Fig. 4(c)) we note the appearance of multiple local maxima and
minima (the three maxima here correspond to allocating almost
the entire power budget at a single channel), with a much more
complicated AIR landscape.

Although with NLI in practice we do not solve (14) but
directly maximize AIR(x,Qp) over the feasible set with a
nonlinear solver, still its derivation is conceptually important,
since for instance it allows us to obtain approximate optimal
power profiles for ideal amplifiers (i.e., in absence of the pump-
power constraint) as explained in Appendix B, and thus better
appreciate the optimal power profiles we get with real EDFAs,
as we will see in the numerical section.

VI. SUBOPTIMAL ALLOCATIONS

Although finding the OPT flux allocationQ in presence of NLI
in not straightforward, there are other practical flux allocations
that are routinely used in submarine links, whose TX fluxes at
fixed x are easily expressed, and whose AIR is always very close
to the optimal when working near the optimal inversion, as we
will see. These are:

1) the constant SNR allocation (CSNR). Here in absence of
NLI we want the RX SNRk and thus droop χk to be the same at
every channel k, i.e. per (3) we want AkδQak/Qk to be constant
ink, i.e.,Qk ∝ AkFk. Thus from (15) it must be AkK(x,Qp)

Gk(x)−1 qk ∝
AkFk, hence qk = Fk(Gk−1)∑

j Fj(Gj−1) , and so the CSNR fluxes are for

k = 1, .., Nc

QCSNR
k =

K(x,Qp)AkFk(x)∑
j Fj(x)(Gj(x)− 1)

. (16)

Note that finding the fluxQ that equalizes the SNR with NLI is
a tougher problem [39], admitting a solution only at sufficiently
small pumps and thus mild NLI, that we do not report since it
always provides an AIR inferior to the one obtained by the above
CSNR allocation without NLI.

2) the constant input power (CIP) allocation, where all WDM
channels have the same power Pc, hence : Qk ∝ 1/fk. Thus it

must be AkK(x,Qp)
Gk(x)−1 qk ∝ 1

fk
, and therefore qk =

Gk−1

Akfk
∑

j

Gj−1

Ajfj

, and

so the CIP fluxes are for k = 1, .., Nc

QCIP
k =

K(x,Qp)/fk∑
j

Gj(x)−1
Ajfj

. (17)

Note that (16) and (17) are the unique CSNR and CIP fluxes
within the x-feasible set.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

As in [11], [21], we analyze anM = 287 span submarine link
with single-stage EDFAs and flat span attenuation A = 9.5 dB.
Spans have length 50.9 km of PSCF fiber with data as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the AIR versus inversion x at several pump pow-
ersPp = [30, 80, 180]mW and at EDFA length 6.27 m (which is
quasi-optimal in a wide pump range around Pp = 60 mW [11]),
with only ASE (dashed), and with ASE+NLI (solid), when the
OPT allocation (14) is used.

Such AIR curves have a quick increase afterx exceeds a cutoff
inversion (here 0.57, when the EDFA profile starts exceeding the
span loss A and the number of allocated WDM channels Nc(x)
starts increasing), reach a top-AIR value (indicated by a circle at
the top of the curves) and then decrease with x. We note from the
gap between dashed and solid curves that the presence of NLI
induces an AIR decrease which starts to be visible at pumps
Pp ≥ 80 mW. While in absence of NLI the top AIR is achieved
at an inversion that settles at large-enough pump (>30 mW) to
a constant value x ∼= 0.63 (which for the selected EDFA length
corresponds to an EDFA gain profile such that the gain trough at
1538 nm equals the span attenuation, see [21, Fig. 7]), we note
that with NLI there is a marked increase of the optimal inversion
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Fig. 4. (a) EDFA gain versus wavelength profile at inversion x = 0.63 and EDFA length 6.27 m. We mark the 3 WDM channels (circles) and report their optimal
powers at pump power Pp = 25 mW and no NLI. Dashed horizontal line is span attenuation A = 9.5 dB. (b) AIR (5) versus generating PMF entries (q1, q2)
after M = 100 spans at gap Γ = 1. (c) Same as (b) but with NLI, with channels having a Gaussian modulation and bandwidth Δf = 50 GHz, and PSCF spans of
50.9 km. Red circles at global maxima.

Fig. 5. AIR vs. inversion x for an 287× 50.9 km PSCF link, span loss A =
9.5 dB, EDFA length 6.27 m with emission and absorption coefficients as in [11],
Fig.7] and pump powers Pp = [30, 80, 180] mW, both without NLI (dashed)
and including NLI (solid). Optimal (OPT) WDM power allocation (14) . Channel
bandwidth Δf = 50 GHz. Top AIR values marked by circles.

at the largest pump, because the TX OPT profile flattens more
and more towards a limit value (as we will discuss shortly) and
thus the more we increase the pump the more the extra pump
causes an inversion increase at fixed signal power.

To understand the AIR vs. x behavior, keep in mind that
increasing the inversion at fixed pump power implies decreasing
the total WDM power. The above AIR behavior at increasing x
comes from a bandwidth/SNR trade-off, illustrated in Fig. 6 for
the case Pp = 180 mW. Fig. 6 plots against inversion x both
(left vertical axis) the number Nc(x) of allowed 50 GHz WDM
channels, and (right vertical axis) the SNR averaged in linear
units over the Nc channels. SNR is provided both for the OPT
allocation (14) (solid) and the CIP allocation (17) (dash-dot).
The CSNR allocation (16) always yields quite similar results
to CIP and is not reported. We see that as x increases also the
number of channels Nc(x) allocated in the spectral region with
EDFA gain above span loss increases. At the same time, as x
increases the WDM power decreases, while the noise figure im-
proves such that also the ASE noise decreases. In absence of NLI
this causes a monotone decrease of SNR in the CIP case, while
the OPT allocation better manages the signal power decrease at

Fig. 6. (left axis) number Nc(x) of used 50 GHz WDM channels, and (right
axis) the SNR averaged in linear units over the Nc channels, after M = 287
PSCF spans with span loss A = 9.5 dB, at EDFA pump Pp = 180 mW and
length � = 6.27 m. SNR is reported for the OPT (14) (solid) and CIP (17)
(dash-dot) allocations. Thin lines: no NLI; thick lines: with NLI.

increasingx, so that on a limited inversion range nearx = 0.8 the
SNR slightly re-increases since there the ASE decrease is faster
than the power decrease. When we also include NLI (thick lines)
we see that the small-x high WDM power region has a very low
SNR dominated by NLI, while as x increases and total power
decreases, NLI is less and less important and the SNR merges
with its (thin line) curves without NLI. The top average SNR is
reached at inversion 0.645, which is different from the inversion
0.67 at which AIR is maximum at this 180 mW pump (see the
circle at top AIR in Fig. 5). This simply means that average SNR
is not fully indicative of AIR behavior, since also the bandwidth
(i.e. number of WDM channels) substantially contributes to the
AIR, as per (5).

Fig. 7 shows, for the case including NLI, the same OPT curves
shown in Fig. 5, now plotted along with those of the CIP (dash-
dot) and CSNR (dashed) allocations. For the largest 180 mW
pump we also show in dotted line the AIR achieved by using
the OPT allocation in absence of NLI (we call it OPT-noNLI,
obtained by setting c1 = 0 in (24), (28)) and we note that using
the OPT-noNLI allocation yields an AIR not too far from the
optimal one at all inversions. The important message we get
from this figure is that the CIP allocation, in a neighborhood of
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Fig. 7. With NLI, same AIR vs. inversion x as in Fig. 5 for OPT (solid), but
now we also add the AIR of allocations CSNR (dashed) and CIP (dash-dotted).
At pump Pp = 180 mW we also show the OPT-noNLI allocation (dotted). Inset
shows zoom of top AIR at pump 180 mW.

the optimal inversion, achieves essentially the same top AIR as
the OPT allocation, and is also slightly preferable to both the
CSNR and the OPT-noNLI allocations, as we appreciate by the
zoom shown in the inset of Fig. 7. We also notice the dramatic
AIR decrease of the CIP and CSNR allocations as we move
beyond and away from the optimal inversion.

As an example, at inversion x = 0.85 we see from Fig. 7 that
the CIP/CSNR AIR drops to about 1/9 of the OPT AIR. Fig. 8
reports at such an inversion (top) the EDFA gain profile, and
(bottom) the TX WDM power allocated by the three policies
OPT, CIP, CSNR. Overall the total TX WDM power is small for
all cases, which is necessary to achieve such a high inversion.
With little total signal power at the EDFA output, and the gain
flattening filter chopping off all the gain above attenuation (see
the huge gap between EDFA gain and attenuation in Fig. 8(top))
the OPT wisely allocates power mostly on channels close to 1510
and 1580 nm where the EDFA gain equals the span attenuation,
and thus the GSF wastes little signal photons. CIP and CSNR
instead insist on allocating power even in regions where the GSF
will mostly suppress it. This clearly explains the dramatic drop
in AIR for CIP and CSNR. However we verified that if we admit
a CIP allocation only in the spectral regions used by the OPT
allocation, then CIP recovers most of its lost AIR. In other terms,
provided the “correct” spectral range is used, then using a flat
input profile is quasi optimal, as is also known from the wireless
literature [40].

Let’s now go back to the circles indicating the top AIR in
Fig. 5. Fig. 9 shows the corresponding TX WDM power versus
wavelength profile for the OPT allocation. We first confirm
that, without NLI, the OPT (i.e. capacity-achieving) power
profile (dashed lines) has an inverse-gain shape, as analytically
proved in [21], [41], and would (incorrectly) predict larger and
larger TX powers as the pump increases. The reason of the
inverse-gain shape is seen from (14), since for all inversions
in a neighborhood of the optimal inversion the generating PMF
gk/

∑
j gj is practically uniform over the Nc channels, hence

Fig. 8. (Top) EDFA gain vs. wavelength at x = 0.85, � = 6.27 m, along with
equalized gain for OPT allocation. (Bottom) TX WDM power for OPT, CIP and
CSNR allocations at pump Pp = 180 mW. NLI included.

Fig. 9. For the same 287-span link as in Fig. 5, we show the TX WDM power
versus wavelength for the OPT allocation (14) at the 4 top AIR values indicated
by circles in Fig. 5. Dashed: ASE only; Solid: ASE+NLI. EDFA length � =
6.27 m.

QOPT
k

∼= 1
Nc(x)

AkK(x,Qp)
Gk(x)−1 is proportional to 1/(Gk − 1) for a

flat attenuation A. Also note that the optimal allocation puts the
smallest flux at the largest gain, and the largest flux at the smallest
gain equal to A, thereby somewhat equalizing over wavelengths
the signal flux chopped off by the GSF.
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Fig. 10. (a) EDFA gain vs. wavelength at x = 0.67, � = 6.27 m, along with equalized gain at span loss A = 9.5 dB (horizontal line). Number of channels
Nc(x) = 119. (b) At Pp = 180 mW and with NLI, we show (top) the TX WDM power vs wavelength for allocations CSNR, CIP and OPT. Also shown are
the GN-predicted NLT (33) and optimal unconstrained power (30); (bottom) we show the per-span generated ASE and the OPT-generated NLI vs. wavelength.
(c) Same as box (b), but now pump has been increased to Pp = 286 mW.

Instead, the OPT power profile with NLI is flatter and tends
to stabilize around a common average power per channel as the
pump increases. What is surprising is the fact that the optimal
TX profile still has the shape of the inverse gain as in absence
of NLI, although it is much flatter.

To understand more on this issue, Fig. 10(a) shows the EDFA
gain profile at the top of the AIR vs. x curve in Fig. 5 for the OPT
allocation with NLI and at Pp = 180 mW, i.e., at inversion x =
0.67. Box (b) shows (top) the TX WDM power vs wavelength for
allocations OPT, CIP and CSNR, and (bottom) the per-span gen-
erated ASE and OPT-generated NLI powers versus wavelength.
We see from Fig. 10(a) that, contrary to the linear case, with
NLI-optimized x the EDFA gain trough at 1538 nm is now 3 dB
above the span loss A. The OPT TX profile in Fig. 10(b, top) is
the same as the solid 180 mW curve in Fig. 9. Here OPT allocates
channels across the whole availableNc(x) = 119 channels with
EDFA gain above A, like the CIP and CSNR TX powers (also
reported in the figure), and indeed their AIR is about the same
as that of OPT. Fig. 10(b, bottom) shows the per-span generated
ASE and OPT-generated NLI powers versus wavelength, and
we note that the ASE to NLI ratio is on average 9 dB, well
above the 3 dB predicted by the GN model at powers optimizing
NLI+ASE with ideal amplifiers, as discussed in Appendix B.
Therefore the optimal operating point at x = 0.67 is still clearly
in the linear regime, below the optimal power with NLI (the

so-called nonlinear threshold (NLT) [42]). The NLT is derived
from the GN model in Appendix B and reported in Fig. 10(b,
top) as (33), along with a novel analytical expression of the
optimal pump-unconstrained TX allocation (30), also derived in
Appendix B.

By keeping the same inversion and further increasing the
pump to Pp = 286 mW, we reach a very peculiar situation at
which the optimal CIP power (17) coincides with the NLT. The
situation is depicted in Fig. 10(c). Now the OPT allocated power
does coincide with the pump-unconstrained optimal power pro-
file (30) across all the allowed Nc(x) WDM channels, and the
ASE/NLI ratio is very close to 3 dB. Further increasing the
pump leads to an OPT TX power profile above the unconstrained
profile. However, atPp = 286mW the inversion maximizing the
AIR with the OPT allocation is now x = 0.695, at which we still
operate in the linear regime.

To better visualize such operation in the linear regime at top
inversion, we can convert the AIR versus x curves in Fig. 7,
which are unfamiliar to most readers, into the AIR versus total
TX WDM power Ptot at each x. Fig. 11 shows such AIR curves
with NLI at pump 180 mW for the CIP and OPT allocations. We
first note that, when AIR is plotted versusPtot, it may be multiple-
valued, as seen for instance at the strange wiggle at TX power
around 14 dBm, since the same TX power may produce different
inversions which may yield slightly different AIR values. Since
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Fig. 11. Same AIR curves with NLI as in Fig. 7 for OPT (solid) and CIP
(dash-dot) allocations and at EDFA pump 180 mW, now plotted versus total

x-feasible WDM power Ptot(x) =
∑Nc(x)

j=1
Pj(x). Vertical dotted lineshows

the GN-predicted pump-unconstrained nonlinear threshold NcP
∗, (33).

the OPT allocation maximizes AIR at fixed inversion, and not
at fixed total TX power2, its AIR need not be always larger
than the CIP AIR, and indeed it is much larger only at very
small input powers, when the scarce signal power needs to be
wisely allocated. Next we note that both the OPT and CIP curves
reach their top AIR almost at the same value of Ptot (to within
0.1 dB), and such a value is smaller by about 1.2 dB than the NLT
Nc(x)P

∗ predicted by the GN model, indicated by a vertical
dotted line, where P ∗ is given by (33) in Appendix B, and we
used for simplicity the number of channelsNc(x) at the inversion
x corresponding to top AIR (that’s why we see 1.2 dB instead
of the 2 dB of gap seen in Fig. 10(b, top)). Fig. 11 thus further
confirms the fact that at top AIR we are below the NLT by 1-2 dB.

Finally, Fig. 12 reports with symbols the top AIR values at
optimal x versus pump power for our CPSD link with opti-
mized EDFA length � at each pump. With only ASE, as pump
increases the inversion is clamped to 0.63 and the AIR increase
is due to an increased TX power. With ASE+NLI, as pump
increases the inversion keeps increasing, so both noise figure
and number of WDM channels improve, while the average TX
power levels off. Hence the AIR increase with pump is due
to an improvement of noise figure and supported bandwidth.
Fig. 12 also reports in solid and dashed lines the top AIR values
for the “constant-signal”3 link tackled in [11, Fig. 4a], and
known to be quite close to our CPSD link except at the very
smallest pumps [21]. The good match of our theory with the
calculations in [11] corroborates both their results and our CPSD
model.

2Finding the allocation policy maximizing AIR at fixed Ptot is a much harder
problem, likely not amenable to an exact analytical solution. However, both
our AIR maximization at fixed x followed by maximization over x, and the
alternative AIR maximization at fixed Ptot followed by maximization over Ptot
must produce the same value of top AIR over the whole input signal space, i.e.,
capacity, which indeed is our final objective.

3In “constant-signal” links the GSFs chop the gain exactly down to A at all
WDM channels, so that the signal power is conserved at each span, but ASE
and NLI do accumulate and increase down the line, thus slightly decreasing the
EDFAs inversion down the line.

Fig. 12. AIR vs. pump power for the studied 287 × 50.9 km PSCF link with
50 Gbd Gaussian-modulated channels with spacing 50 GHz. At each pump we
optimize the EDFA length � and inversion x, and the GSF for CPSD operation
depends on (x, �). Symbols: our semi-analytical computation. Lines: curves
taken from [11, Fig. 4a].

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Many modern submarine links have a frequency-flat (or con-
stant) input WDM power (which we called CIP) and such a flat
power spectral density is enforced along the link both by fixed
GSFs at all EDFAs that try to flatten the EDFA gain down to the
span loss at all WDM channels, and by adjustable gain equalizers
regularly spaced along the link that correct for the non-ideality of
the GSFs. So the link operation tends to reproduce the TX power
spectral density at each span input. Our CPSD mathematical
abstraction includes this link operation, and generalizes it to
any input WDM power profile, including the OPT one that
maximizes the AIR. When links have hundreds of spans and thus
the RX SNR falls (for some channels) below 6-7 dB, a correct
SNR evaluation is possible only by using the Generalized Droop
Model (GDM) [31], [33]. The CPSD model does naturally
extend the GDM to include the frequency-dependency of the
SNR due to the non-flatness of the EDFA gain and noise figure
frequency profiles. The attractive feature of the CPSD model is
its analytical tractability, which we reviewed and illustrated with
examples when including both ASE and NLI. We explored the
shape of the optimal TX WDM power allocation in this pump
power constrained scenario in comparison with the optimal
allocation with ideally flat amplifiers and found examples where
the two do coincide. Clearly other noise sources such as crosstalk
can be seamlessly added to the model. Our semi-analytical AIR
calculation allows a fast run time. For instance, on a Dell Inspiron
5000 laptop getting at a fixed length an AIR vs pump power curve
like the one in symbols in Fig. 12 takes our MatlabTM code about
7 seconds for the ASE-only case, and about 5 minutes for the
ASE+NLI case which uses the general-purpose nonlinear solver
fmincon.A shortcoming of the CPSD model is its inability to
capture polarization-dependent effects, since it only tracks the
compound power of the two polarization states of each spatial
mode. Also, spectral-hole burning (SHB) [44], [45] may change
our conclusions on the OPT TX power profile, and it would be
interesting to see if the CPSD model can be extended to SHB.
Luckily, however, the CIP allocation performs almost as well
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as the OPT allocation at the correct inversion, and is way less
affected by SHB [46], [47]. Thereforethe top AIR results for the
CIP allocation we found here (by confirming the findings in [11])
are realistic, in agreement with recent experimental results [18].

APPENDIX A
PUMP-CONSTRAINED AIR MAXIMIZATION

Our problem is that of maximizing

AIR(x,Q) =
2Δf

ln(2)

Nc∑
j=1

ln(1 + Γ(χj(x,Q)−M − 1)−1) (18)

subject to the x-feasibility constraint (12). For this we form the
Lagrangian:

L(Q) = AIR(x,Q)− λ

Nc(x)∑
j=1

Qj

Aj
(Gj(x)− 1) (19)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier, and we use the follow-
ing droop expression obtained from the simplified diagram in
Fig. 1(e) and (3), (2), (6), (11):

χj(x,Q) =

(
1 + c1

(∑
n

γnjQ
2
n

)
+

AjFj(x)Δf

Qj

)−1

.

(20)
The goal is to set dL/dQ = 0 and find the optimal WDM flux

vector Q. To this aim we compute ∂AIR
∂Qk

=
∑Nc

j=1
∂AIR
∂χj

· ∂χj

∂Qk
,

with ∂AIR
∂χj

= θ
f(χj)

χ2
j

, where θ � 2ΔfΓM
ln(2) and we defined

f(χ) � χM+1

(1− χM )(1− χM (1− Γ))
, (21)

and

∂χj

∂Qk
= χ2

j

[
AjFjΔf

Q2
j

δjk − 2c1γkjQk

]
. (22)

Thus we find

∂AIR
∂Qk

=
θ

Qk
gk (23)

with

gk � f(χk)
AkFkΔf

Qk
− 2c1Q

2
k

Nc∑
j=1

f(χj)γkj . (24)

Therefore setting dL/dQk = 0 for each channel k yields

Qk
Gk − 1

Ak
=

θ

λ
gk. (25)

To eliminate the unknown Lagrange multiplier λ, sum both
sides of (25) over all channels so as to get the left-hand side
of Saleh (12) and thus θ

λ
= K(x,Qp)/

∑Nc

l=1 gl. Plugging back
into (25) finally yields the sought optimal (OPT) flux Q al-
location as the solution to the following nonlinear system of
equations for all k = 1, .., Nc:

Qk =
AkK(x,Qp)

Gk(x)− 1

gk(Q)∑Nc

l=1 gl(Q)
(26)

which is (14) in the main text. We can get an alternative expres-
sion for gk in (24) by manipulating (20) as:

AkFkΔf

Qk
=

1− χk

χk
− c1

(∑
n

γn,kQ
2
n

)
(27)

and substituting into (24) to get:

gk = g(χk)− c1

⎡
⎣∑

n

Q2
nf(χk)γnk + 2

∑
j

Q2
kf(χj)γkj

⎤
⎦

(28)
with g(χk) � f(χk)

1−χk

χk
. Such an expression in absence of NLI

(c1 = 0) becomes (18) of [21].

APPENDIX B
UNCONSTRAINED AIR MAXIMIZATION

In this appendix we explore the optimal WDM power profile
in presence of ASE and NLI for a link with amplifiers having
gain equal to the span loss at all WDM channels, but not subject
to any pump constraints, i.e., the ideal amplifiers considered in
the GN model. The AIR-optimizing (OPT) WDM TX power
allocation is found as in Appendix A by setting ∂AIR

∂Qk
= 0 at all

channels k = 1, .., Nc. From (24) and under the approximation
that f(χk) is roughly the same at all channels, we thus get the
equation: 2P 3

k c1
∑

j γ
′
kj = PA1,k, with γ′

kj = γkj/(hfk)
2 and

PA1,k � hfkAkFkΔf the span-input equivalent ASE power at
channel k generated in one span. We may thus define a single-
span channel-dependent NLI coefficient

αNL1,k � c1

Nc∑
j=1

γ′
kj =

16

27
γ2L2

eff

Nc∑
j=1

2− δnj
Δf2

Ψnj (29)

(where we used the GN values in Section III) such that the
approximate OPT power profile is

Pk =

(
PA1,k

2αNL1,k

)1/3

(30)

and this profile implies a 3 dB power ratio between ASE and
NLI power at all channels.

We may also look for the AIR-maximizing per-channel power
P in the case of a CIP (i.e., flat) TX power profile. In such a case
we may define a WDM averaged NLI coefficient

< αNL1,k >� 1

Nc

Nc∑
k=1

αNL1,k (31)

and a WDM averaged ASE power < PA1,k >, and use the
approximation that droop (20) is channel independent, i.e.,

χ(P ) ∼=
(
1+ < αNL1,k > P 2 +

< PA1,k >

P

)−1

(32)

and look for P that maximizes SNR = 1
(χ−1)M−1

, thus that min-

imizes χ−1, hence that minimizes < αNL1,k > P 2 +
<PA1,k>

P .
By differentiating w.r.t.P we find that the (approximate) optimal
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Fig. 13. TX WDM power (top row) and RX noise power (NLI, ASE, bottom
row) vs. wavelength for (left column) flat noise figure, and (right column) 2 dB-
tilted noise figure, both with average value 4.5 dB. Symbols: exact optimal
profiles. Dotted OPT profile is (30). Dotted CIP line is (33). Link data as in [43,
Figs. 2, 3]: 40× 100 km SMF link, span loss A = 21 dB, dispersion D = 17
ps/nm/km, nonlinear coefficient γ = 1.4W −1 km −1, gapΓ = −1 dB, channel
bandwidth and spacing Δf = 50 GHz. Gaussian modulation.

CIP per-channel power is [25]:

P ∗ =
(

< PA1,k >

2 < αNL1,k >

)1/3

. (33)

For a numerical appreciation of the above formulas and
comparison with existing literature, we consider here the same
100-channel 40× 100 km SMF link tackled in [43], with span
loss A = 21 dB, dispersion D = 17ps/nm/km, nonlinear coeffi-
cient γ = 1.4 W−1 km−1, noise figure 4.5 dB, gap Γ = −1 dB,
channel bandwidth and channel spacing equal to Δf = 50 GHz,
with Gaussian modulation to meet the GN model assumptions.
Fig. 13(top row) shows both the TX OPT power profile, and
the CIP (i.e. flat) power profile that maximize AIR, both for
a frequency flat noise figure (left column, Cfr. [43, Figs. 2,
3]) and for a 2-dB tilted noise figure (left column), both at
the same average noise figure 4.5 dB. Symbols are the exact
optima, obtained by a nonlinear solver [43]. The dotted line
for OPT is (30), and that for CIP is (33), and both are seen
to be very good approximations to the exact solutions.4 We
also verified that the CIP optimal power P ∗ is in both cases
essentially coinciding with the WDM-average of the OPT power
profile, i.e.:

P ∗ =
(

< PA1,k >

2 < αNL1,k >

)1/3

�<

(
PA1,k

2αNL1,k

)1/3

> . (34)

Fig. 13(bottom row) shows the corresponding received ASE
and NLI power profiles after M = 40 spans. Again symbols
are for the exact solutions. We see that for both noise figure
profiles, the OPT-generated NLI is roughly 3 dB below the ASE

4We note that the CIP optimal power for a flat noise figure reported in [43,
Fig. 2] is 0.26 dBm, while with our closed-form GN formulas in Section III
we get here 0.4 dBm. We verified that the exact GN model (which uses double
frequency integrations [25]) is consistent with the reported 0.4 dBm.

profile (the dotted line in the bottom right figure is an exact
down-shift by 3 dB of the ASE profile). In summary, the AIR-
maximizing (pump-unconstrained) TX power allocation is such
that the generated NLI profile is roughly 3 dB below the ASE
profile, and the optimal TX power profile has a convex shape
with a tilt that follows that of the noise figure profile. Formulas
(33) and (30) are new, and will be used extensively in the main
text.
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